
Jack's Private Winery – Walkthrough

1.) Go to the first floor and inspect the walls to find the first two hidden rooms.

2.) Get the Star Key from the left room. You will need this key to open the storage room on the 
ground  floor. Then take the Shower in a Can from the right Room, this will open the third hidden 
door to the tower.

3.) Enter the tower and climb up to the second floor. There you must put the Star Key into the 
Keystone Panel.



4.) Now climb down and then go downstairs to the storage room. In the treasure chest you'll find the 
Key of Discovery which you'll need later.

5.) More hidden rooms in the basement. Go downstairs and pull the lever (see picture below), this 
will unhide a hole in the floor of the wine cellar. 

6.) The hole in the floor has a switch which will unlock the hidden door next to the chess table. 
Now you'll only have to inspect this area and the door will open automatically. 



7.) In this area you'll find three hidden doors, two locked doors and another door. The two locked 
doors can be opened by pulling the lever next to the doors – the owner of the house could also 
unlock the doors without doing that.

8.) Inspect all rooms, make sure to find the room with a hole in the floor. This hole has a switch that 
unhides a floor switch in one of the other rooms (see #10).

9.) Read the plague in the room with the chair, this will open the other door to the cellar.



10.) Step on the floor switch. This will unhide a hole in the wall. A switch in the hole will open the 
door to the other side of the cellar.

11.) Go to the other side of the cellar and enter the first room at the right side.

12.) Mourn over the urn right next to the door to unhide the stairs in the corridor.



13.) Be careful – only a few steps away from the door there is a hidden floor trap (fire) – you need 
to inspect/disarm this trap first to being able to access the stairs and the other side of this area.

14.) If the floor trap is disabled you can go downstairs to Jack's treasure room. Be careful – this 
room has more than only one visible trap. Open the treasure chest in the corner to unhide a hole in 
the floor. Inside this hole is a hidden switch that deactivates all traps in this room.

15.) Move both statues one step to the sides to access both treasure chests in the corners. One of the 
statues has to be inspected first because it's not visible that this statue is movable, too.



16.) Go upstairs again and pull both levers next to the stairs. The right one will disarm the wall trap 
and the left one will unhide a hole in the floor.

17.) Around the corner you must be careful again. Inspect the floor to find another hidden floor trap 
(fire) and disable it. 

18.) Inspect the hole in the floor (makes a hidden door visible) and then put the Key of Discovery 
into the Keystone Panel (opens the door). 

Now you are in the bathroom next to Jack's Work Room, which is the final room of this little 
adventure. There is another hidden door between the work room and the wine cellar – to open this 
door you must use/flush the toilet in the bathroom.

Hope you enjoyed this little Halloween Adventure. :-)
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